Sentry Fiproguard MAX for Dogs

For dogs 4 to 22 lbs and over 12 weeks of age

Quickly Kills Ticks
- Kills brown dog ticks, American dog ticks, and lone star ticks
- Kills deer ticks that may transmit Lyme disease
- Kills fleas and chewing lice
- Waterproof

6 Step Topical Checklist

- Read the label completely and follow directions
- Weigh your dog
- Do NOT use dog products on cats
- Do NOT treat with more than one pesticidal product at a time
- Separate animals after application to avoid chance of ingestion
- Do NOT split tubes between dogs

The active ingredients in Sentry Fiproguard MAX for dogs feature a sustained release formula developed for fast acting and long lasting control of fleas, ticks, and chewing lice for up to 30 days on dogs.